Aspire to Improve

Aspire to Improve
At our school we:

In our shared spaces we:

In our learning community we:

When outside we:

Strive to improve our school community by:
»» sharing, recognising and celebrating achievements
»» continually building a culture of excellence
»» being positive and proactive

Work collaboratively to:
»» reach our full potential
»» achieve excellence
»» motivate and inspire

Challenge ourselves and others to achieve our best
by being:
»» persistent
»» a reflective learner
»» accountable to myself and others

Take pride in our school, respect our facilities and
each other by being:
»» considerate
»» cooperative
»» responsible

At our school we:

In our shared spaces we:

In our learning community we:

When outside we:

Respect people and property by:
»» being courteous
»» accepting and valuing diversity
»» offering support in a helpful way
»» celebrating achievements
»» taking pride in our school and its community

Encourage shared ownership and responsibility by:
»» doing our part to nurture our environment
»» taking ownership to improve our actions and
behaviours

Strive to understand and improve ourselves and
others by:
»» listening to others
»» valuing people’s opinions
»» recognising each other’s strengths and areas for
improvement
»» sharing our opinion in a polite manner
»» striving to achieve common goals

Play safely, respect others and always look to
improve by:
»» working together
»» cooperating
»» compromising

At our school we:

In our shared spaces we:

In our learning community we:

When outside we:

Are responsible members of our community we:
»» are open minded
»» have high expectations of ourselves and others
»» continually challenge ourselves to be better
»» continually build resilience

Use all spaces to enhance our development:
»» emotional
»» social
»» physical
»» academic

»»
»»
»»
»»

Respect the spaces and equipment by:
»» using them for their intended purpose
»» actively working to solve issues
»» developing and displaying confidence
»» seeking assistance when needed

Aspire to Include

Aspire to Include

Aspire to Grow

Aspire to Grow
Create new knowledge
Seek solutions to problems
Collaborate with peers and adults
Innovate using different technologies and a
variety of information
»» Give and accept feedback
»» Strive to achieve set goals

